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1. Introduction. After the work of Rnyi [1], ergodic properties
of fl-expansions of real numbers have been studied in [2]-[4]. In this
paper we generalize these results or a class of expansions, called piece-
wise linear expansions, which includes -expansions as special cases.

Let - (fl0,/1, ", fiN), N_>_I, be a (N+ 1)-tuple of positive number
such that 0 <0-- fiN(1 ,j0 (1 / fiR)) -_< 1.

We denote the set of all (N+ 1)-tuples by V(N/ 1). For each

fl V(N+ 1), we define a corresponding function f(t) by

t,
-0

f($)- f(K)+ t-k_ k<tk/l, (k-1,2, ...,N-t-i),
N<t<=N+O, (k-N),

1, N+O.
The unetion f(t) satisfies the Rnyi’s conditions [1]. Thus every real
number x has the f-expansion

X- go(X) +f(al(x) -- f(a.(x) --[--... )... ),
where the digits a(x), n--O, 1,..., and the remainders

Tnx-- f(a(x)+ f(a+(x)/ .)...), n=0, 1,...,
are defined by the following recursive relations" ao(X)-[x], Tx-{x},
T+x--{f-(Tnx)},a/(x)--[f-(Tx)], n-0,1, ..., where [z] denotes
the integral part and [z} the fractional part of the real number z and

f- is the inverse unction of_ f.
This f-expansion is called a piecewise linear expansion induced by

fl or simply fl-expansion, and the transformation Tx-{f-(x)},
1, is called a piecewise linear transformation induced by . By
definition, T is a many to one transformation of [0, 1) onto itself and
nonsingular with respect to the Lebesgue measure m.

For the number 1, we define, especially, a0(1)-0 and Tl 1. Then

fle V(N+ 1) is said to be periodic if the/%expansion o 1 has a recur-
rent tail, and rational if the/-expansion o 1 has a zero tail. The order

of a rational is the minimum integer r such that a(1)-0 or all
n)r+l.

2. Invariant measures. Lemma 1. Let T be a piecewise linear

transformation induced by fl e V(N+ 1) and lz a finite measure equi-
valent to the Lebesgue measure m. Then [ is T-invariant if and only if


